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ZWO UMLAUT -HERESIES AND THEIR CLAIM TO ORTHODOXY*

Richard D. Janda

University of Arizona

"...[I]t is the customary fate of new truths " --wrote Thomas
Huxley 1880/1893/1970:229 - -"to begin as heresies and to end as
superstitions ". In this paper, I would like to challenge what are
now commonly -held to be two truths about the proper generative -
phonological treatment of German Umlaut --by showing them actually
to have already ended as superstitions, and presenting two new
heresies to replace them. The arguments adduced here in favor of
the heresies (together with the findings of future research) will,
I trust, (continue to) bear them out as new truths. And, hopefully,
it will also be some time yet before they, too, must end as
superstitions.

The theological analogy suggests itself, here, because there
DOES, indeed, exist--within generative phonology --a body of widely -
held beliefs and assumptions about High German Umlaut which have
come to form a sort of "canon" of Umlaut- orthodo es Despite
occasional dissent, or even apostasy, these views are generally-
presupposed, in recent linguistics -books and -articles, and
explicitly- taught, in current introductory texts --in all of which
they figure prominently. Among the most basic of such dogmas are
the two given in (1) below:

(1) a. that EARLY OLD High German Umlaut was
primarily, if not exclusively, PHONO-
LOGICALLY- conditioned, and

b. that MODERN High German Umlaut -- whether
phonologically --or (more likely) morpho-
logically- conditioned -- consists of a
SINGLE rule (or rule- schema).

Here, however, I will present evidence contradicting both of
these tenets, and consequently argue, as in (2):

(2) a. that Umlaut was already completely -
morphologized (even) in Early Old High
German, and

b. that Umlaut in Modern High German, far
from being one rule, or rule -schema, is
not even a fragmentary set of individual
rules. Rather, it has been incorporated
into thirty or more morphological rules,
and thus essentially no longer possesses
a separate existence.

-59-
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Given the vast body of research done on German Umlaut, over the
past two centuries, it should cane as no surprise that most of my
arguments build almost exclusively on the work of other scholars.
Nevertheless, the way in which they are combined, here, and the re-
sultant generative picture that emerges, are --I believe--novel. In

the exposition, let us follow chronology, and first consider OLD
High German Umlaut.

It must be stated, at the outset, that this phenomenon has
been relatively- neglected, by generativists, due to the inordinate
amount of attention devoted to MODERN High German Umlaut. Since the
late 'sixties, a lively debate has raged over whether that process
is phonologically- or morphologically - conditioned. The upshot of
this controversy seems to be a consensus favoring morphological
conditioning (cf., e.g., Kisseberth [and] Kenstowicz 1979:211, 213).
However, the nature of the argumentation has been such that the
conditioning of Umlaut for any given historical stage appears now
to be PRESUMED PHONOLOGICAL until --and unless --PROVEN MORPHOLOGICAL.
Now, Robinson 1972:82 -83 03.2), 1975:2, 5 ( §1) and Voyles 1976:22 -25
( §[I.]3.1.3) have argued that Umlaut was at least PARTLY- marphologized,
during the Old High German period, but, e.g., Kenstowicz [and]
Kisseberth 1979:354 -356 continue to present the popular line that
Old High German Umlaut was phonological. It can be demonstrated
quite clearly, though, that this Umlaut was COMPLETELY- norphologized,
even early on.

That is, if the Old High German fronting of back vowels is
claimed to have been (phonologically -)conditioned by following
short or long i, and by j, then it is clear what type of evidence
will falsify this claim, and prove morphological conditioning. This
evidence can be provided, namely, either by entire morphological
categories which DO contain i or j, but do NOT condition Umlaut, or,
correspondingly, by entire morphological categories which do NOT
contain i or j, but DO condition Umlaut. And BOTH types of data are
found, iñ Early Old High German.

Robinson 1980, for example, presents an extensive study of the
single category of the past- subjunctive of so- called "Rückumlaut "-
verbs (ones with Umlaut in the infinitive and present - tense, but not
in the past- tense, like brennen 'to burn' - branta 'burned'). This
category contains i, but fails to condition Umlaut, as shown in (3)
below [cf. also Braune/Mitzka 197513:27n.2 026), 293 0361n.1)]:

(3) branti / *brenti 'burned'
zalti / *zelti 'told' (past- subjunctive)
hangti / *hengti 'allowed'
etc.

Robinson considers every plausible segmental and suprasegmental cause
that could potentially have been responsible for this absence of
Umlaut, but is forced to reject them all, and concludes that the only
apparent reason for the non - Umlaut involved is a morphological
prohibition. In fact, this grammatical restriction is observed by
ALL texts in AIL Old High German dialects, from the very earliest
documents.
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Similarly, the "strong " - adjective -ending -iu (which marks the
feminine nominative- singular, and neuter nominative- and accusative -
plural) fails to condition Umlaut in all but the earliest texts
(mainly, Franconian ones); see Braune/Eggers 1975 u:27n.2 026),
218n.6 0248). That is --as shown in (4) below- -aside from early
occurrences of the common words for 'all', 'other', 'many (a)', and
a few others, no Early Old High German adjectives Umlaut before -iu.
And even these initial exceptions soon cease to Umlaut. Thus, 'long'
is always langiu, even though the adjective lang CAN Umlaut --in, say,
the comparati e lengiro 'longer':

(4) uninflected - "strong" feminine nominative- singular
and neuter nominative -/accusative -plural (earliest >
later form) --

a. al(1) elliu > alliu 'all'

añder endriu > andriu 'other'
manag trenig ui > mani.giu 'many (a)'

b. lang - langiu/*lengiu 'long' (but cf. lengiro 'longer'
(comparative))

etc.

Finally, the ending -in of the masculine and neuter dative- and
genitive -singular of the n- declension (= so- called "weak" nouns) (in

the Upper German, and East and Rhenish Franconian, dialects) con-
ditions Umlaut only in the earliest texts. Now, Old High German is
usually dated between 750 AD and 1050 /1100, and the Umlaut of certain
short a's is written consistently by about 800. But -- according to

Braune/Eggers l97513:27n.2 026), 205n.2 0221)- -for the categories
just mentioned, "the absence of Umlaut is already the rule in the ninth
century ". Clearly, analogy to other forms is involved, here, but
that does not affect the fact that, in Early Old High German, pairs
like those in (5) show Umlaut to have been morphologized:

(5) "weak" masculine /neuter nominative -singular - genitive -/
dative- singular (earliest > later form) --

hano henin > hanin 'rooster' (masculine)
forasago forasegin > forasagin 'prophet' (masculine)
namo nemin > namin .'name' (masculine)

A large number of other i- containing endings occasionally also
fail to condition Umlaut, in various OHG dialects and texts (especially,
early ones) --see Penzl 1949:227 -228 (g5)- -but this happens unsystem-
atically enough not to be worth closer consideration, here. In any
case, though, the previous three endings discussed suffice to show
that Old High German Umlaut was morphologized from early on, in the
sense that following i ) were simply not SUFFICIENT conditions
for Umlaut, if they occurred in the wrong categories.

On the other hand, neither were i and j NECESSARY conditions for
Umlaut, even in Early Old High German. This is shown by the fact
that many forms whose endings had previously -contained PHONETIC j
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continued to Umlaut even when the phonological motivation for
UNDERLYING j's was lost. For example, there were many masculine
nouns (especially, "agentives ", and the like) which presumably once
were formed with * -jan, and are first seen with -jo. But the j
here had "largely disappeared already in the ninth century" [Braune/
Eggers 197513:206 ( §223)], so that, e.g., backan 'to bake' had the
agentive becko 'baker', as in (6a) below. Similarly, by the middle
of the ninth century, so- called "weak" verbs of the first conjugation
(former -jan- verbs) that were derived from related nouns and
adjectives generally appeared to Umlaut before -e -, as in (6b):

(6) a. backan 'to bake' - ( *bakkj an- > *bakkj o >)

becko 'baker' "agentive "), etc.

b. kampf 'battle' - ( *kampfjan >) kempfen 'to
(do) battle'

warm 'warm' - (*warmjan >) wermen 'to warm'

etc.

Since such Umlauting forms contained no SURFACE -i or -j- -and,
hence, no motivation for an UNDERLYING i or j (because the orthographic
i which remained after many stems with short vowel plus r no longer
represented the glide [j], but, rather, a palatal FRICATIVE [cf.
Braune /Eggers 197513:112n.3 ( §118)]1 that had undoubtedly been re-
analyzed as part of those stems) --they thus constitute evidence that
Early Old High German Umlaut was morphologized also in the sense
of being conditioned by formatives not containing i or j.

Given that i and j were neither necessary nor sufficient condi-
tioners of Umlaut, then, the only workable Umlaut -rule that can be
written for Old High German by about the year 850 is one whose
environment omits mention of any such segments, and instead refers
only to particular FORMATIVES. I.e., it is not enough simply to refer
to certain morphological CATEGORIES (or their FEATURES), since a
number of these had several realizations, only SOME of which caused
Umlaut. Thus, e.g., -ir- comparatives show Umlaut, but not -ór-
ones--as illustrated, presumably, in ['hö:hiro] vs. its doublet
['ho:ho:ro], for 'higher' [cf. Braune/Eggers 197513:225 ( §261)]; see

(7) :

(7) hóhiro vs. hphöro 'higher'
etc.

But this does NOT mean that Old High German Umlaut was phonologically -
conditioned --even only partially -so. On the contrary: it just
means that the process was even more clearly conditioned by partic-
ular MORPHEMES- -and, hence, even more definitely morphological.

It is interesting to note that this generative - phonological
conclusion -based primarily on MORPHOPHONEMIC considerations -- closely
parallels the American- Structuralist conclusion --based mainly on
classical -phonemic considerations of surface -contrast -- reached by
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historical phonologists like Penzl 1949:229 07), 232 010); 1969:
55 -56 033); 1971:122 011.5), 124 011.6); 1972:83 010.1b); 1975:
90 -92 06.6); Moulton 1961:24 -28 06); Antonsen 1964:188, 190 -191,
193 06), and, especially, Dal 1967. Significantly, all of the latter
have concluded that Umlaut was phonologized (i.e., phonemicized) be-
fore the Late Old High German period, and differ only in regard to
how soon in the EARLY part of the period they analyze that event as
having occurred. As regards the present paper's final conclusions,
in that regard: the total absence of Umlaut in past- subjunctives of
Riickumlaut -verbs at ANY time, in Old High German, suggests that the
rule was already- morphologized even when it first appeared in texts.
However, massive, unambiguous, incontrovertible evidence of morphologi-
zation does not really occur before the ninth century. In any case,
though, the fact that Umlaut had become dephonologized by at least
850 shows that the morphologization of the process did NOT have to
wait --as claimed by, e.g., King 1969:100 -101 04.5) and Kiparsky
1971:634/1978:54 03)- -for the reduction to schwa of the (majority of
the) many unstressed short and long is that occurred in MOST of the
formatives conditioning it. (This reduction- process seems to have
accelerated greatly starting only in the TENTH century, and not to
have gone to completion until the END of the ELEVENTH--cf. Braun/
Eggers 197513:1 01), 60 058). Conversely, the morphologization of
Umlaut does not appear to have brought -about the IMMEDIATE reduction
to schwa of the many is in question which the process could then, so
to speak, have done - without.

But the bottom line, in regard to Old High German Umlaut, seems
to be the following: the overlap between forms where Umlaut occurred
and forms which currently or formerly contained i or j is too great to
be accidental, so that German Umlaut MUST, at some earlier time, have
been PHONOLOGICALLY -conditioned. Indeed, (i- )Umlaut is often cited

as an extremely - natural phonetic process, a prototypical anticipatory
assimilation. But, for German, Umlaut seems to have been so natural
that its phonological (or phonetic) origin must have occurred long
before the time when its oldest HISTORIC stage --Old High German --is
recorded in documents. This is not really surprising, though, given
that the occurrence of Umlaut in potentially ALL Germanic dialects
has led many scholars [e.g., Penzl 1975:90 06.6a), 92 06.6c)] to
reconstruct it as an allophonic process of COMMON GERMANIC. Somewhat
ironically, then: the earlier the phonetic origin of phonological
Umlaut was, the earlier the probable date of its morphologization is
likely to have been --and thus, the greater the plausibility of its
complete morphologicality already in Old High German, as argued above!

Now, if OLD High German Umlaut was morphological, we would not
expect MODERN High German Umlaut to have been (re)PHONOLOGIZED, but,
rather, to have remained morphological. And, of course, the arguments
of Wurzel 1970:106 -117 02.2); Robinson 1972, 1975; Lieber 1980:
272 -293 0§[4.]3[.0] -[4.]3.2), and others have already basically
established that it IS still morphological. Parallel to the earlier
argumentation provided, here, for the morphologicality of Umlaut for
OLD High German, I would cite the following two types of facts to
support it for the modern standard language: first of all, a
previously -neglected source of evidence is the fact that there exists
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an entire suffixal morphological category which contains (only) i,

but never conditions Umlaut. This is, namely, the -i in diminutives
exemplified by forms lie those in (8), which --in contrast to many
other diminutives --never coöccurs with Umlaut:

(8) Vater 'father' - Vati / *Väti 'daddy'

Mutter 'mother' - Mutti * Mutti 'moray'

Schatz 'treasure; dear (one)' Schatzi / *Schätzi 'dearie'

Schnucke 'lamb' Schnucki / *Schnucki 'lambkin'

Hans 'John; Jack' Hansi/*Hansi 'Johnnie; Jackie'

etc.

Second, though, it is, by now, well-known that no underlying
final -i or -j (in either stem or suffix) can legitimately be motivated
for Umlauting plurals like the two given in (9a and b) below:

(9) a. Busch 'bush' Tag 'day'

Büsche 'bushes' - Tage 'days'

buschig 'bushy' - gta ig ' --days long'

b. Bart 'beard' Arm 'arm'

Barte 'beards' - Arme 'arms'

bá g 'bearded' -armig 'having - arms'

Hence- -not surprisingly --Modern High German Umlaut must, indeed, still
be morphologized, too. But what is the status and the form of this
morphologized process, in the contemporary language?

Well, for one thing, the fact that a given stem can be an excep-
tion to Umlaut in one morphological category, but not in another - -as
also illustrated in (9a) above -- suggests that there cannot be a SINCTE
morphological Umlaut -rule. Consequently, Wurzel 1970:125 (gII /3.1),
163 (gII /5.2) and Robinson 1972:111, 113 (g3.4), 158, 159 (g5),
1975:5 (g1) et passim assume that Umlaut is, in the words of the last -
mentioned work, "a rule -schema with a large number of disjunct
morphological environments " -- something like (10):

(10)

Ç

V -> [- b[ac]k]/ Co + + PLURAL] (a)

g (b)7 (c)

However, the general point of Robinson 1972, 1975 is, in fact, to
demonstrate that the various morphological subrules of the putative
Umlaut rule- schema show, in many non -standard dialects of German,
completely- independent historical developments from one another: e.g.,
differential expansion or reduction of their domains of application;
separate reordering vis -á -vis other rules; different alterations in
their structural changes, etc. This would all then actually suggest,
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though, that Umlaut is not a (rule- )SCHEMA, at all, in the final
analysis, but just a collection of separate (albeit formally- similar)
morphological rules, as in (11):

(11). a. V --? [- bk] / C + -e
(+ PLURAL]

b. V---> [- bk]/ Co +-i2

G.

After all, as argued by Kiparsky 1968a:1979 -183 ( §3), the most com-
pelling evidence in favor of positing a given rule- schema is treatment
of its sub -rules as a unit by historical change. Hence, the opposite
phenomenon should count particularly- strongly AGAINST a proposed
rule -schematization.

But, once one has recognized this, one must ask what justifica-
tion there is for maintaining the various morphological Umlaut -rules
as SEPARATE processes, independent of the rules accounting for the
different suffixes that trigger most of them- -e.g., ones seething
like those in (12) :

(12) a. + Noun 1
+ PLURAL,
/X/ -> /X + -e/

b. + Adjective

.

/X(;)/ ---> /X + -ig/

C.

In fact, there is NO such justification: there is no reason not to
combine the corresponding rules in (11) and (12) above into rules of
the type shown in (13):

(13) a.

b.

+ Noun
+ PLURAL,

XCoVCo
0

/ ---> /XC V C + -e/
[- bk]

+ Adjectivé

.

/CoVCo (e)/ ---> /C V
Co

+ -ig/

[- bk]

c.
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And such an analysis obviously allows one to account easily for the
divergent historical developments of the Umlauting morphological rules
in the dialects discussed by Robinson 1975, for example.

But --it might be objected --such developments are evidence for
the disintegration and incorporation of Umlaut only in precisely the
non - standard dialects discussed by Robinson, not in STANDARD Modern
High German. There, one might argue, an analysis like that in (13)
would fail to capture the potentially- significant generalization that
the SAME Umlaut- process occurs in MANY different morphological rules.
That is, it makes this recurrent similarity appear to be essentially
accidental. It is considerations like these which appear to have
prompted Lieber 1980:281 -283 0[4.]3.2) to propose a corresponding
compromise- solution. In this analysis, Umlaut is also built into the
various morphological rules where it occurs --but via the inclusion
of a feature(- marking) [+ U] (for "Umlaut "), in each of them --in a

way that can be reformulated as in (14):

(14) a. + Noun
+ PLURAL]
/XC VC / -> /XC V C + -e/0 0

°[+ U [mlaut] ] °

b. + Adjectivé

/C°VCo(e)/ -> /C V Co + -ig/
[+ U]

c.

Then, a SINGLE rule of Umlaut -- roughly as in (15) below -- triggered by
the feature [+ U], CAN account for all of the Umlaut -frontings, in the
entirety of the relevant morphological categories where they occur:

(15) V -> [- bk]/

[-T1
Now, this solution has the attractive theoretical property of

allowing Umlaut to be both incorporated into many independent morpho-
logical rules and yet also expressed as a unitary generalization.
However, it also has one very UNattractive theoretical property -and,
beyond that, it is, in fact, factually- incorrect. There exists
empirical evidence showing that Modern High German Umlaut is actually
NOT a unitary generalization, so that any analysis which treats it
as such is correspondingly invalid.
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The theoretically -unattractive aspect of the compromise- solution
is simply that it represents a classical case of the phonological
(ab)use of diacritic features [cf. Kiparsky 1968b/1973a:16 01.2)].
The feature [+ U], that is, has no independent motivation, in the
grammar of German--as opposed to phonological features like [+ coronal]
and [+ sonorant], or morpho- syntactic features like [+ PLURAL] and
[+ DATIVE], which are respectively needed for several rules of German
phonology, and syntax (agreement, case- assignment, etc.). [+ U]

simply serves no other purpose than to trigger a later, essentially
morpholexical rule in the arbitrary environment of itself (or, rather,
[+ U]). Thus, instead of circumventing the situation where the same
dillaUt-process occurs in many different morphological rules, the com--
promise- solution in fact effectively validates that situation.

But, much more importantly, it is NOT the case that the Umlaut -
processes in all these rules are identical: there exist at least two
different structural descriptions for Modern High German Umlaut,
depending on the particular morphological rule involved. This clearly
must frustrate any attempt to bring - together all Umlauts under a
single diacritic -triggered rule, since rules with cerenff t structural
descriptions obviously cannot be collapsed.

It appears that MOST Umlauting morphological rules operate regard-
less of whether or not the stems which they affect are polysyllabic
and contain a schwa in the second syllable, as shown by (16):

(16) Vater 'father' - Väter 'fathers'
Mutter 'mother' -rrn terlich 'maternal'
Hammer 'hammer'er' - härmiern 'to hammer'
etc.

Likewise, the operation of most of these same rules is unimpeded when
the stem -vowel is the diphthong au, as shown in (17):

(17) Maus 'mouse' ' Mäuschen 'little mouse'
Haus 'house' - häuslich 'domestic'
braun 'brown' - bräunen 'to brown'
etc.

However, the rule accounting for the comparative and the superlative
of adjectives does not include Umlaut when the stem is polysyllabic
and/or contains the diphthong au, even for adjective -stems that Umlaut
in other categories- -see (18):

(18) a. mager 'lean' - mag(e)rer /krnäg(e)rer 'leaner'
munter ' cheerful' -murit (e) rer / *münt (e) rer 'more

cheerful'
sauber 'clean' - saub(e)rer / *säub(e)rer 'cleaner'

(but cf. säuberlich 'cleanly')
lauter 'pure' - laut(e)rer / *läut {e }rer 'purer'

(but cf. läutern 'to purify')
etc.
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b. blau 'blue' - blauer / *bläuer 'bluer'

(but cf. bläulich 'bluish')
faul 'rotten' - fauler / *fäuler 'more rotten'

(but cf. Fäulnis 'rot(tenness)')
taub 'deaf' - tauber / *täuber 'deafer'

(but cf. be- täuben 'to deafen;
anesthetize')

etc.

Hence, since at least two Umlauting morphological rules have different
structural descriptions --for their Umlaut- subparts --from the rest
(in that they require monosyllabicity and monophthongality) , it is
clear that Standard Mbdern High German Umlauts cannot all be collapsed
into a single rule, even one triggered by a diacritic feature.

Thus, there are, at the very least, TWO Umlaut - processes, and this
fact, along with the inherent undesirability of the diacritic -solu-
tion, therefore constitutes extremely- suggestive further evidence
that ALL of the putative Modern High German Umlaut (sub)rule(s) should
be treated as having been fragmented, and incorporated into the various
associated morphological rules. This is further borne -out by the fact
that the different Umlauts have differing degrees of productivity.
Umlaut is an increasingly-moribund process, in Modern High German,
but standard grammars and the available linguistic descriptions indi-
cate unmistakably that it is dying at different rates, and to different
extents, in different morphological categories.

Consequently, the most preferable description of contemporary
Umlaut would seem to be one of the type given earlier, in (13) above,
where the process IS totally- fragmented, and incorporated into a
large number of morphological rules. Now, analyses along the same
lines (and certainly in the same spirit!) can, in fact, be found in
the works of previous scholars dating back at least to the time of
Hermann Paul [e.g., 1916:248 -253 0118- 119)]. However, to the best of
my knowledge, this is the first GENERATIVE treatment to argue- -
heretically- -for the complete disintegration and incorporation of Um-
laut, in the modern language.

Thus, when compared with the accepted generative dogmas of
phonological Umlaut in Old High German, and unitary Umlaut in Modern
High German, the two proposals of a completely- nnrphologized process
in early Old High German, and effectively NO (single) rule in Modern
High German, DO, indeed, both seem to be heresies. But the arguments
presented in favor of each of them, here, suffice --I believe --to
quality them for acceptance as new Umlaut- orthodoxies.

FOOTNOTES

*This is a revised and slightly- expanded version of a paper
presented at the LSA Annual (Winter) Meeting; New York City, New
York; December 27 -30, 1981. I am grateful to Larry Hyman for reading
the paper there in my absence, and for reporting to me the helpful
comments made on it afterward by William G. Moulton and others (whom
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I am not now able to identify). Valuable advice and general assistance
in the preparation of the first version were also provided by Sue
Foster and Tracy Thomas -Flinders; of this second version, by Dan
Brink, Dick Demers, Theresa Huard -Lentz, Herbert Penzl, and Robert P.
Stockwell.

1Penzl 1971:69 07.136), however, suggests that orthographic i
after r represents a glide /j/ which did not assimilate to r (or dis-
appear) because,of its great phonetic distance from the latter sound,
which he alleges to have been a uvular /R/. Nevertheless, this /j/
still could have been reanalyzed as part of the verb -stem, in the forms
at issue.
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